
Properties of Water. 

1. Water has high polarity, so it functions as a universal ___________________, especially for 

______________ substances.

- Polar water molecules are attracted to __________ and polar compunds, making them 

_________________.

- This allows many kinds of molecules to move freely in cells, permittng a diverse array of 

_________________ reactions. 

2. Water has high specific __________ due to its hydrogen bonds. 

-This is because hydrogen bonds absorb heat when they ___________ and release __________ 

when they form, thus minimizing ______________________ change. 

- With high heat capacity, it allows biochemical processes to occur within a small temperature 

________ and maintains a _______________ environment for many cells and organisms.

3. Water has high ______________ tension and __________________. 

- Surface ________________ is caused by attractive forces that hold the molecules of liquid 

(water) together (this force is called the ________________________________). 

- Surface tension is a measure of how difficult it is to _____________ or ____________ the 

liquid.

- Water surface tension allows some animal to ________________, walk or run on water without 

breaking the surface (e.g. water strider). 

- Cohesion refers to the forces of _________________ between __________ molecules. 

- Molecules of water are highly attracted to each other because ____________________ hold 

them together. Water cohesion is very important in the transport of water up the 

___________________ in plants.

- The leaves pull ________________ of water upwards from roots continuously without 

____________ it in the middle.

- ____________ due to hydrogen bonding helps hold together the __________ of water.

4. Freezing properties – ice has a lower ______________ than water.

- Unlike other molecules, water molecules ______________ when they solidify due to hydrogen 

________________.

- __________________ between molecules cause the water molecules in ice to be spaced 

relatively ________ apart as water solidifies.

- This increases the _____________ but the _________ remains the same. Therefore, density 

_____________.

- Because ice is ________ dense than water, it _________ on lakes during winter and the lakes 

or other bodies of water do not freeze.

- Floating ice becomes a __________ that protect liquid water below from the _____ air.

- It insulates the liquid water below, preventing it from freezing and allowing life to exist under 

frozen surface.


